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NATIONAL CYBERSECURITY CENTER OF EXCELLENCE 
The National Cybersecurity Center of Excellence (NCCoE), a part of the National Institute of Standards 
and Technology (NIST), is a collaborative hub where industry organizations, government agencies, and 
academic institutions work together to address businesses’ most pressing cybersecurity issues. This 
public-private partnership enables the creation of practical cybersecurity solutions for specific 
industries, as well as for broad, cross-sector technology challenges. Through consortia under 
Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs), including technology partners—from 
Fortune 50 market leaders to smaller companies specializing in IT security—the NCCoE applies standards 
and best practices to develop modular, easily adaptable example cybersecurity solutions using 
commercially available technology. The NCCoE documents these example solutions in the NIST Special 
Publication 1800 series, which maps capabilities to the NIST Cybersecurity Framework and details the 
steps needed for another entity to recreate the example solution. The NCCoE was established in 2012 by 
NIST in partnership with the State of Maryland and Montgomery County, Md. 

To learn more about the NCCoE, visit https://www.nccoe.nist.gov/. To learn more about NIST, visit 
https://www.nist.gov. 

NIST CYBERSECURITY PRACTICE GUIDES 
NIST Cybersecurity Practice Guides (Special Publication Series 1800) target specific cybersecurity 
challenges in the public and private sectors. They are practical, user-friendly guides that facilitate the 
adoption of standards-based approaches to cybersecurity. They show members of the information 
security community how to implement example solutions that help them align more easily with relevant 
standards and best practices, and provide users with the materials lists, configuration files, and other 
information they need to implement a similar approach. 

The documents in this series describe example implementations of cybersecurity practices that 
businesses and other organizations may voluntarily adopt. These documents do not describe regulations 
or mandatory practices, nor do they carry statutory authority.  

ABSTRACT 
As retailers in the United States have adopted chip-and-signature and chip-and-PIN (personal 
identification number) point-of-sale (POS) security measures, there have been increases in fraudulent 
online card-not-present (CNP) electronic commerce (e-commerce) transactions. The risk of increased 
fraudulent online shopping became more widely known following the adoption of chip-and-PIN 
technology that increased security at the POS in Europe.  

The NCCoE at NIST built a laboratory environment to explore methods to implement multifactor 
authentication (MFA) for online retail environments for the consumer and the e-commerce platform 

https://www.nccoe.nist.gov/
https://www.nist.gov/
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administrator. The NCCoE also implemented logging and reporting to display authentication-related 
system activity. 

This NIST Cybersecurity Practice Guide demonstrates to online retailers that it is possible to implement 
open standards-based technologies to enable Universal Second Factor (U2F) authentication at the time 
of purchase when risk thresholds are exceeded.  

The example implementations outlined in this guide encourage online retailers to adopt effective MFA 
implementations by using standard components and custom applications that are composed of 
open-source and commercially available components. 

KEYWORDS 
electronic commerce (e-commerce) security; internet shopping security; multifactor authentication 
(MFA) 
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1 Summary 109 

Electronic commerce (e-commerce) fraud increased by 30 percent in 2017, compared to 2016 [1]. This is 110 
linked to the improvements in EMV® credit card technology in the United States (U.S.), which has shifted 111 
malicious actors away from using stolen credit card data in stores at the checkout counter to using 112 
stolen credit card data for fraudulent online shopping. This increase in e-commerce fraud mirrors a 113 
similar increase observed in Europe following the rollout of similar credit card technology 114 
enhancements. Because online retailers cannot utilize all of the benefits of improved credit card 115 
technology, they should consider implementing stronger authentication to reduce the risk of 116 
e-commerce fraud. This guide explores several risk-based scenarios that use multifactor authentication 117 
(MFA) to increase assurance of the purchaser’s identity and to reduce fraudulent online purchases. 118 

1.1 Challenge 119 

Volume A of this publication described why the National Cybersecurity Center of Excellence (NCCoE) 120 
took on a retail cybersecurity challenge as a project. Here in Volume B, we shift to the challenge of 121 
building two example implementations that show online retailers some options to deploy strong 122 
authentication solutions that use open and scalable standards offering enhanced authentication 123 
security. Such modern authentication systems support the following security characteristics [2]: 124 

 a foundation built on public key cryptography 125 

 protection from authentication replay attacks 126 

 options for determining when MFA should be requested 127 

 auditing and system activity logging and display 128 

To build the example implementations, the project collaborators reached consensus on architectures 129 
that demonstrate standards-based authentication solutions. We chose to enable the use of MFA by 130 
adding a distinct second authentication factor, recognizing that doing so can help lower the online 131 
retailer’s exposure to fraudulent purchases by increasing the likelihood that the purchaser who is 132 
offering the second authentication factor is a legitimate returning customer. Continuing the focus on 133 
enhanced authentication provided an incentive for the architecture to address how system owners and 134 
administrators could use MFA when performing e-commerce platform administration activities. 135 
Additionally, situational awareness dashboards were created to visually demonstrate e-commerce 136 
authentication activity. 137 
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1.2 Implementations 138 

The modern authentication security characteristic goals and the capabilities of the collaborators 139 
matched the open and scalable standards of the Fast IDentity Online (FIDO) Alliance [3], [4]. This project 140 
demonstrates how to prompt online purchasers to provide a second authentication factor—something 141 
they have—when risk thresholds are exceeded during an online shopping session. 142 

The returning purchaser in our example implementations is an online shopper who has established login 143 
account credentials and has registered for MFA with a retailer. The example implementations describe 144 
and document architectures to enable a returning purchaser to complete a purchase when risk 145 
thresholds are exceeded during the transaction. The second authentication factor for returning 146 
purchasers in these example implementations is a FIDO Universal Second Factor (U2F) authenticator [3], 147 
[4]. The purchaser’s U2F authenticator is unique, known to the retailer, and possessed only by the 148 
returning purchaser. The U2F used in the example implementations is a FIDO Certified product, 149 
compliant with the FIDO U2F specifications [5]. 150 

In the NCCoE example implementations, U2F authentication challenges are triggered when the total cost 151 
of the shopping-cart transaction exceeds predefined retailer thresholds. The two example 152 
implementations are referred to as the cost threshold and risk engine example implementations.  153 

The cost threshold example implementation requests additional authentication when a dollar amount is 154 
exceeded. Because fraudulent activity may still occur in purchases below this threshold, the risk engine 155 
example implementation can examine many system and external elements related to a shopping 156 
session. In this example implementation, a shopping-cart-amount threshold input trigger was chosen to 157 
demonstrate that the risk engine can communicate the need for a second authentication factor. 158 
Additionally, returning-purchaser account-lockout techniques are demonstrated that can limit credential 159 
stuffing and takeovers of customer accounts. 160 

In both the cost threshold and risk engine example implementations, MFA of the retailer’s e-commerce 161 
platform system administrator is also included with one-time pad authentication principles. This 162 
increases the security of the overall system by prompting the system administrators to use their 163 
smartphone-based MFA capability before making changes to the e-commerce platform. 164 

Both the returning purchaser and system administrator MFA capabilities require action to be taken by 165 
the user to prove the user’s possession of an authentication factor that only the legitimate user should 166 
possess. The returning purchaser is asked to confirm their presence by pressing a contact on a 167 
registered U2F device, and the administrator is prompted to enter a code provided from a unique 168 
mobile-device application as part of the authentication process.  169 

The example implementations also describe and document situational awareness within the overall 170 
system that tracks the important processes, including logging system functions such as authentication 171 
activity, and providing dashboard displays of this information [6] for system owners. 172 
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1.2.1 Standards and Guidance 173 

In developing our example implementations, we were influenced by standards and guidance from the 174 
following sources, which can also provide an organization with relevant standards and best practices: 175 

 FIDO U2F authentication specification [3], [4] 176 

 International Organization for Standardization / International Electrotechnical Commission 177 
(ISO/IEC) 27001:2013, Information Technology — Security Techniques — Information Security 178 
Management Systems — Requirements [7] 179 

 National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Cybersecurity Framework [8] 180 

 NIST Special Publication (SP) 800-30 Revision 1, Guide for Conducting Risk Assessments [9] 181 

 NIST SP 800-37 Revision 1, Guide for Applying the Risk Management Framework to Federal 182 
Information Systems: A Security Life Cycle Approach [10] 183 

 NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4, Security and Privacy Controls for Federal Information Systems and 184 
Organizations [11] 185 

 NIST SP 800-63-3, Digital Identity Guidelines [12] 186 

 NIST SP 800-63A, Digital Identity Guidelines, Enrollment and Identity Proofing [13] 187 

 NIST SP 800-63B, Digital Identity Guidelines, Authentication and Lifecycle Management [14] 188 

 NIST SP 800-63C, Digital Identity Guidelines, Federation and Assertions [15] 189 

 NIST SP 800-73-4, Interfaces for Personal Identity Verification (3 Parts) [16] 190 

 NIST SP 800-160 Volume 1, Systems Security Engineering: Considerations for a Multidisciplinary 191 
Approach in the Engineering of Trustworthy Secure Systems [17] 192 

 NIST SP 800-181, National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education (NICE) Cybersecurity Workforce 193 
Framework [18] 194 

 Payment Card Industry (PCI) Data Security Standard, Requirements and Security Assessment 195 
Procedures, Version 3.2, April 2016, PCI Security Standards Council [19] 196 

 Identity Ecosystem Steering Group (IDESG) [20] 197 

1.3 Benefits 198 

The NCCoE’s practice guide for Multifactor Authentication for E-Commerce can help your organization: 199 

 increase the level of security and assurance for card-not-present (CNP) e-commerce transactions 200 

 reduce the risk of account takeovers and fraudulent CNP e-commerce transactions 201 

 reduce the risk of system-administrator-account security breaches 202 

 understand and implement several different MFA-related capabilities 203 
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 automate processes to mitigate risks 204 

 recognize potential fraud identifiers, and visually display them on dashboards to identify trends 205 

 implement industry-standard security controls 206 

 increase consumer confidence 207 

2 How to Use This Guide 208 

This NIST Cybersecurity Practice Guide demonstrates two standards-based reference designs and 209 
provides users with the information they need to replicate the MFA for e-commerce example 210 
implementations. These reference designs are modular and can be deployed in whole or in part. 211 

This guide contains three volumes: 212 

 NIST SP 1800-17A: Executive Summary 213 

 NIST SP 1800-17B: Approach, Architecture, and Security Characteristics – what we built and why 214 
(you are here) 215 

 NIST SP 1800-17C: How-To Guides – instructions for building the example implementations 216 

Depending on your role in your organization, you might use this guide in different ways: 217 

Business decision makers, including chief security and technology officers, will be interested in the 218 
Executive Summary, NIST SP 1800-17A, which describes the following topics: 219 

 challenges enterprises face in implementing MFA to reduce online fraud 220 

 example implementations built at the NCCoE 221 

 benefits of adopting the example implementations 222 

Technology or security program managers who are concerned with how to identify, understand, assess, 223 
and mitigate risk will be interested in this part of the guide, NIST SP 1800-17B, which describes what we 224 
did and why. The following sections will be of interest: 225 

 Section 3.4, Risk Assessment, provides a description of the risk analysis we performed. 226 

 Section 3.4.4, Security Control Map, maps the security characteristics of these example 227 
implementations to cybersecurity standards and best practices.  228 

You might share the Executive Summary, NIST SP 1800-17A, with your leadership team members to help 229 
them understand the importance of adopting standards-based solutions when implementing MFA, 230 
increasing the assurance about who is using the purchaser’s credit card and account information. 231 

Information technology (IT) security professionals who want to implement an approach like this will 232 
find the whole practice guide useful. You can use the How-To portion of the guide, NIST SP 1800-17C, to 233 
replicate all or parts of the builds created in our lab. The How-To portion of the guide provides specific 234 
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product installation, configuration, and integration instructions for installing and configuring the 235 
example implementations. We do not recreate the product manufacturers’ documentation, which is 236 
generally widely available. Rather, we show how we incorporated the products together in our 237 
environment to create these example implementations. 238 

This guide assumes that IT professionals have experience implementing security products within the 239 
enterprise. While we have used a suite of commercial products to address this challenge, this guide does 240 
not endorse these particular products. Your organization can adopt these example implementations or 241 
one that adheres to these guidelines in whole, or you can use this guide as a starting point for tailoring 242 
and implementing parts of these e-commerce security enhancing capabilities. Your organization’s 243 
security experts should identify the products that will best integrate with your existing tools and IT 244 
system infrastructure. We hope that you will seek products that are congruent with applicable standards 245 
and best practices. Section 3.5, Technologies, lists the products we used and maps them to the 246 
cybersecurity controls provided by these reference implementations. For additional information 247 
regarding cybersecurity control mappings, see Appendix A for the Cybersecurity Framework 248 
Components Mapping table (Table A-1). 249 

A NIST Cybersecurity Practice Guide does not describe “the” solution, but a possible solution. This is a 250 
draft guide. We seek feedback on its contents and welcome your input. Comments, suggestions, and 251 
success stories will improve subsequent versions of this guide. Please contribute your thoughts to 252 
consumer-nccoe@nist.gov. 253 

2.1 Typographic Conventions 254 

The following table presents typographic conventions used in this volume. 255 

Typeface/Sym-
bol Meaning Example 

Italics File names and path names, 
references to documents that 
are not hyperlinks, new terms, 
and placeholders 

For detailed definitions of terms, see 
the NCCoE Glossary. 

Bold names of menus, options, com-
mand buttons and fields 

Choose File > Edit. 

Monospace command-line input, on-screen 
computer output, sample code 
examples, status codes 

mkdir 

mailto:consumer-nccoe@nist.gov
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Typeface/Sym-
bol Meaning Example 

Monospace Bold command-line user input con-
trasted with computer output 

service sshd start 

blue text link to other parts of the docu-
ment, a web URL, or an email 
address 

All publications from NIST’s National 
Cybersecurity Center of Excellence 
are available at 
https://www.nccoe.nist.gov. 

3 Approach 256 

This practice guide highlights the approach used to develop the NCCoE example implementations. Our 257 
approach includes risk assessment and analysis; logical design; example build development, test, and 258 
evaluation; and security control mapping. This guide is intended to provide practical guidance to 259 
retailers interested in implementing an MFA solution to reduce e-commerce fraud. 260 

In developing the example implementations, the NCCoE: 261 

 worked with retail organizations and other e-commerce payment stakeholders, including the 262 
Retail Cyber Intelligence Sharing Center [21], to identify the potential need and benefits of MFA 263 
for e-commerce. The need came from recognizing that malicious actors are increasingly 264 
targeting CNP online retail transactions in response to the adoption of chip credit cards in the 265 
U.S. 266 

 participated in workshops to identify key issues that affect MFA for e-commerce. The 267 
conversations and the insight derived from those workshops have informed the direction of this 268 
project and this practice guide. 269 

 regularly interacted with members of the NCCoE Retail Community of Interest (COI) to discuss 270 
current cybersecurity trends and online retail needs  271 

 received input from the participating technology vendors referenced in this guide who 272 
contributed to developing the architecture and reference design. They provided technologies to 273 
address the project’s requirements and assisted in installing and configuring those technologies 274 
in an architecture design that reflected their customer’s online retail environments.  275 

3.1 Audience 276 

This guide is intended for individuals responsible for implementing IT security solutions and for 277 
individuals involved in reducing fraudulent purchases on retail shopping websites. The platforms 278 
demonstrated by this project, and the implementation information provided in this practice guide, 279 

https://www.nccoe.nist.gov/
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permit the integration of products to implement an MFA for an e-commerce system. While the example 280 
implementation’s primary audience is those who support online e-commerce retailers, the capabilities 281 
may appeal to the broader audience of administrators, IT managers, IT security managers, 282 
risk-mitigation personnel, and others involved in the security of managing registered users for an 283 
organization’s internet resources. 284 

3.2 Scope 285 

The project focuses on the need for MFA during e-commerce transactions with increased risk, and 286 
during system administration activities. The NCCoE drafted desired security solution characteristics that 287 
would be used by an online retailer. After an open call in the Federal Register for vendors to help 288 
develop a solution, we scoped the project to create the following high-level architectural elements and 289 
desired outcomes: 290 

 provide consumers with an open standards-based MFA capability based upon FIDO 291 

 provide a solution leveraging Universal Serial Bus (USB) Type A hardware multifactor devices 292 
used with desktop/laptop personal-computer form factors for returning purchasers 293 

 demonstrate a system where MFA is required by e-commerce platform administration 294 
personnel before they perform system administration activities. Implementing MFA for 295 
administrative accounts can help limit the risk of compromising the information system that 296 
hosts the e-commerce solution. 297 

 demonstrate MFA device registration 298 

 show protections to help mitigate password-guessing account takeover and credential stuffing 299 
scenarios through the use of account lockout protections after a certain number of incorrect 300 
logins are attempted 301 

 enable system-activity situational awareness by providing dashboards that display account 302 
lockout and authentication activity 303 

To maintain the project’s focus on e-commerce MFA, the following areas are out of scope for these 304 
example implementations: 305 

 purchasers who check out as guests, returning purchasers who do not possess U2F 306 
authenticators, and purchasers leveraging a mobile application to shop online  307 

 MFA device registration security and lost token replacement that would help secure the device 308 
registration workflow (recommendations are provided in Section 5.3, regarding registration 309 
workflows that organizations may use) 310 

 customer interaction and help-desk-related functions, such as the distribution and procurement 311 
of U2F authenticators, identity proofing, or account creation of the customer identification (ID), 312 
as well as recovery processes if the account becomes locked out 313 
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While the areas noted above can be important to implementing an MFA system, they were not included 314 
in the example implementations’ design decisions. Additional system architectural elements, such as the 315 
separation of functionality and components, high availability, network or application firewalls, and 316 
intrusion detection/prevention capabilities, were out of scope for our builds. 317 

3.3 Assumptions 318 

Organizations should review the assumptions underlying the example builds before implementing the 319 
capabilities described in this practice guide. Before implementing these capabilities, organizations 320 
should consider whether the same assumptions apply to their environment. Appendix B provides 321 
implementation guidance for the following assumptions: 322 

 availability of skills 323 

 uniqueness of lab environment 324 

 MFA decreases account takeover opportunities 325 

 web browser (not mobile application [app]) and returning purchaser accounts 326 

 support of MFA devices 327 

 customer-support mechanisms for lost tokens 328 

Additionally, the scenarios associated with the example implementations assume that the returning 329 
purchaser has already completed these actions: 330 

 registered their multifactor authenticator 331 

 logged into the retailer e-commerce platform’s website 332 

 shopped and filled their shopping cart 333 

3.4 Risk Assessment 334 

NIST Special Publication (SP) 800-30, Guide for Conducting Risk Assessments, states that risk is “a 335 
measure of the extent to which an entity is threatened by a potential circumstance or event, and 336 
typically a function of (i) the adverse impacts that would arise if the circumstance or event occurs and 337 
(ii) the likelihood of occurrence.” The guide further defines risk assessment as “the process of 338 
identifying, estimating, and prioritizing risks to organizational operations (including mission, functions, 339 
image, reputation), organizational assets, individuals, other organizations, and the Nation, resulting 340 
from the operation of an information system. Part of risk management incorporates threat and 341 
vulnerability analyses, and considers mitigations provided by security controls planned or in place.” 342 

The NCCoE recommends that any discussion of risk management, particularly at the enterprise level, 343 
begins with a comprehensive review of NIST SP 800-37, Guide for Applying the Risk Management 344 
Framework to Federal Information Systems—material that is available to the public. The risk 345 

https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/Legacy/SP/nistspecialpublication800-30r1.pdf
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-37r1.pdf
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-37r1.pdf
http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/SMA/fisma/Risk-Management-Framework/
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management framework (RMF) guidance, as a whole, proved to be invaluable in giving us a baseline to 346 
assess risks, from which we developed the project, the security characteristics of the build, and this 347 
guide. 348 

3.4.1 Threats 349 

A threat is “any circumstance or event with the potential to adversely impact organizational operations” 350 
[22]. The following subsections describe the authentication-based threats to e-commerce retail 351 
environments that were considered when developing this practice guide. 352 

3.4.1.1 Credential Stuffing 353 

Credential stuffing is a type of brute-force attack [23]. In credential stuffing, large-scale account 354 
username and password theft is used against online retailers. Common scenarios include stealing 355 
accounts from a different website, and then a credential stuffing capability testing the logins to find 356 
accounts that have identical customer IDs and passwords, on both the website from which the account 357 
credentials were stolen and the website that is being targeted for theft. 358 

An outcome or result of credential stuffing can be account takeover. A 2017 study reported that 359 
credential stuffing attacks accounted for “more than 90% of login traffic on many of the world’s largest 360 
websites and mobile applications” [24]. The accounts that have been compromised in credential stuffing 361 
attacks are then used in account takeover scenarios like those described below.  362 

3.4.1.2 Account Takeover 363 

In account takeover scenarios, where account theft and reuse occur, compromised or captured 364 
e-commerce customer accounts can be used for fraudulent purchases, gift card purchase and 365 
redemption, or customer loyalty program misappropriation. 366 

Account takeover of e-commerce platform system administrator accounts can lead to the information 367 
system, and the data contained in it, being compromised.  368 

3.4.2 Vulnerabilities 369 

A vulnerability is a “weakness in an information system, system security procedures, internal controls, or 370 
implementation that could be exploited or triggered by a threat source” [22]. Authentication-based 371 
vulnerabilities for e-commerce retail environments include the characteristics listed below. 372 

Systems with these characteristics are especially susceptible to credential stuffing: 373 

 allow multiple incorrect logins without account lockouts 374 

 purchasers have reused the same password on multiple systems 375 

http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/SMA/fisma/Risk-Management-Framework/
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Systems with these characteristics are especially susceptible to account takeover: 376 

 accept weak passwords 377 

 allow multiple incorrect logins without account lockouts 378 

 account password-reset options are easily circumvented 379 

3.4.3 Risk 380 

Risks include the fraudulent use of account customer IDs and passwords to perform e-commerce fraud. 381 
This fraud impacts the e-commerce ecosystem by decreasing purchaser confidence in the security of 382 
their payment and account information and by increasing costs to offset the e-commerce fraud. 383 

Additionally, through the potential compromise of administrative accounts, risk exists to the data 384 
contained within the e-commerce information-system infrastructure. Implementing MFA for these 385 
accounts can limit risk exposure in this area. 386 

3.4.4 Security Control Map 387 

The NIST Cybersecurity Framework security functions and subcategories that the reference designs 388 
support were identified through a risk analysis process. Additionally, work roles in the NICE 389 
Cybersecurity Workforce Framework [18] that perform the tasks necessary to implement those 390 
cybersecurity functions and subcategories were identified. See Appendix A for the Cybersecurity 391 
Framework Components Mapping table (Table A-1). 392 

3.5 Technologies 393 

Table 3-1 lists all of the technologies used in this project and provides a mapping among the generic 394 
product component term, the specific product used, the function of the product, and the NIST 395 
Cybersecurity Framework security control(s) subcategory that the product provides for the example 396 
implementations. Refer to Table A-1 for an explanation of the NIST Cybersecurity Framework 397 
subcategory codes, a mapping to ISO/IEC 27001:2013 [7], NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 controls [11], and 398 
NIST SP 800-181 [18] work roles. Many of the products have additional capabilities that were not used 399 
for the purposes of the example-implementation builds. 400 
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Table 3-1 Products and Technologies 401 

Component Specific Product Function 
Cybersecurity 
Framework  
Subcategories 

Retailer E-
Commerce 
Platform 

Magento Open 
Source Ver-
sion 2.1.8 [25] 

The landing point for the returning pur-
chaser as they shop in the online store. 
The retailer e-commerce platform 
serves as the interaction point for the 
returning purchaser’s e-commerce 
transaction. The retailer e-commerce 
platform also serves as the communica-
tion point between the returning pur-
chaser and the back-office services that 
the website interacts with to obtain au-
thentication, inventory information, etc. 

PR.AC-1, 
PR.AC-7, 
RS.AN-1 

U2F/Risk As-
sessment 
Module 

magfido risk as-
sessment policy 
rules and process 
module [26] 

Provides purchaser account U2F regis-
tration and authentication capabilities, 
assesses information about the pur-
chase and the returning purchaserʼs pro-
file, and determines if MFA is required 
from the purchaser to complete shop-
ping cart checkout. These policies and 
processes are accomplished by Magento 
and StrongKey CryptoEngine (SKCE) Ver-
sion 2.0 Open Source FIDO U2F server 
interaction [27]. 

ID.RA-4, ID.RA-5 

Risk Engine RSA Adaptive Au-
thentication 
(Cloud) 
Version 13.1 [28] 

Uses data science to provide transaction 
analysis and response, prompting the re-
turning purchaser to use U2F when the 
organization’s risk threshold is exceeded 
during a transaction, providing a low-
friction experience for the consumer to 
reduce fraud while minimizing the inter-
ruptions and denials that a consumer 
may encounter. 

ID.RA-4, ID.RA-5 
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Component Specific Product Function 
Cybersecurity 
Framework  
Subcategories 

MFA Mecha-
nism 

SKCE Version 2.0 
Open Source FIDO 
U2F server [27] 
and TokenOne 
cloud-based Au-
thentication Ver-
sion 2.8.5 [29] 

Provides a server-based enhanced- 
authentication capability as required by 
the Risk Assessment Module (magfido) 
or for the e-commerce platform admin-
istrator (TokenOne). 

PR.AC-1, 
PR.AC-7 

Multifactor 
Authentica-
tor  

Yubico YubiKey 
NEO Security Key 
USB Type A ports 
and near-field 
communication 
device [30]; 
TokenOne 
smartphone app 
authenticator [29] 

MFA device that the purchaser pos-
sesses and presents when requested 
(Yubico) or that the e-commerce admin-
istrator uses (TokenOne). 

PR.AC-1, 
PR.AC-7 

Logging/Re-
porting Dash-
board 

Splunk Enterprise 
Version 6.6.1 [6] 

Provides logging and reporting data for 
use by MFA for e-commerce system 
owners. 

DE.CM-1 

3.6 NIST SP 800-63-3 Alignment 402 

NIST SP 800-63-3, Digital Identity Guidelines [12], identifies three components of digital identity: 403 

 Identity Assurance Level (IAL), which discusses the identity proofing process 404 

 Authenticator Assurance Level (AAL), which discusses the authentication process  405 

 Federation Assurance Level (FAL), which discusses the strength of an assertion in a federated 406 
environment 407 

The example implementations presented in this guide align with NIST SP 800-63-3 assurance concepts in 408 
the following ways: 409 

 IAL: demonstrates a returning purchaser’s self-asserted identity. For the e-commerce platform 410 
administrator’s use of MFA, the identity levels will depend upon organizational requirements 411 
and processes (reference Section 2.2 in NIST SP 800-63A, Digital Identity Guidelines, Enrollment 412 
and Identity Proofing [13]). 413 
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 AAL: demonstrates a single-factor cryptographic device used by the returning purchaser in 414 
conjunction with memorized secret (reference Sections 4.2.1, 5.1.1, and 5.1.7 in NIST SP 800-415 
63B, Digital Identity Guidelines, Authentication and Lifecycle Management [14]) 416 

 FAL: Federated identity is not part of the example implementations. However, federation 417 
concepts can be further explored in NIST SP 800-63C, Digital Identity Guidelines, Federation and 418 
Assertions [15]. 419 

4 Architecture 420 

The NCCoE worked with project collaborators to develop two open, standards-based, commercially 421 
available example implementations demonstrating the following capabilities: 422 

 MFA for e-commerce returning purchasers who use FIDO U2F 423 

 MFA for administrators of the e-commerce system who use one-time pad principles 424 

 cost threshold- or risk engine-initiated MFA request 425 

 authentication log aggregation and display 426 

While these capabilities are implemented as integrated example implementations in this guide, subsets 427 
of these capabilities could be deployed as organizational requirements may dictate. The modular design 428 
approach of the two example implementations is designed to support such use cases. 429 

The two example implementations include online e-commerce platform capabilities, risk assessment 430 
and MFA, and logging and display capabilities. The high-level reference architectures shown in Figure 4-1 431 
and Figure 4-2 illustrate the two example implementations that are also known as the cost threshold and 432 
risk engine example implementations, respectfully. 433 

The example implementations were constructed on the NCCoE’s VMware vSphere virtualization 434 
operating environment. Internet access was used to connect to remote cloud-based components, while 435 
software components were installed as virtual servers within the vSphere environment. 436 

4.1 Architecture Description 437 

The architecture that was used to create the example implementations is described in this section. The 438 
example implementations were designed and built in the NCCoE lab environment. The lab network is 439 
not connected to the NIST enterprise network. Table 3-1 lists the MFA software and hardware 440 
components used, as well as the specific function of each component. Hardware components, such as 441 
the U2F, were used with laptops. 442 

4.1.1 MFA for E-Commerce Returning Purchasers Who Use FIDO U2F 443 

The example implementations demonstrated MFA by using FIDO protocols for the returning purchasers. 444 
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The retailer e-commerce platform was built on Magento. StrongKey, a technology collaborator in this 445 
project, created a Magento module, magfido, to support the FIDO U2F protocol to enable strong 446 
authentication.  447 

FIDO protocols have been designed to provide strong authentication by using a challenge-response-448 
based protocol with strong cryptographic keys and algorithms. U2F FIDO authenticators in the example 449 
implementations are hardware-based devices on which cryptographic keys are generated and used. 450 
FIDO protocols include a test-of-human-presence requirement to confirm that a real human is in 451 
possession of the U2F. The U2F was used in the USB Type A port of a laptop that used a current version 452 
of a graphical user interface operating system that did not require additional software drivers to be 453 
installed. 454 

4.1.2 Cost Threshold- or Risk Engine-Initiated MFA Request 455 

In both example implementations, the FIDO capability is supported by StrongKeyʼs SKCE FIDO Server, 456 
which is integrated with the Magento e-commerce platform and Yubicoʼs YubiKey NEO Security Key. 457 

Magento allows for the extension of its base code through modules. In the first example 458 
implementation, also known as the cost threshold example implementation, the magfido risk 459 
assessment module is used to override Magentoʼs default checkout process to require FIDO-based 460 
strong authentication on purchases that exceed $25—the dollar threshold used to simulate a riskier 461 
transaction. 462 

In the second example implementation, also known as the risk engine example implementation, the RSA 463 
Adaptive Authentication product provides risk engine analysis capabilities that can interact with the 464 
example implementation’s Magento web server and that leverage the magfido module to require FIDO-465 
based authentication from the returning purchaser. 466 

4.1.3 MFA for Administrators of the E-Commerce System Who Use One-Time 467 
Pad Principles 468 

TokenOne’s authentication capability authenticates the Magento e-commerce platform administrator 469 
before any administrative modifications are made to the e-commerce platform. It is based upon 470 
TokenOne’s cloud-based authentication infrastructure and a smartphone application on either an 471 
Android or iPhone device. This helps secure the overall e-commerce organization’s infrastructure. 472 

4.1.4 Authentication Log Aggregation and Display 473 

Splunk Enterprise provides authentication-related logging and dashboard capabilities. 474 
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4.2 Cost Threshold Architecture Details 475 

The cost threshold example implementation is described in this section, and the risk engine example 476 
implementation is described in Section 4.3. 477 

The cost threshold architecture depicted in Figure 4-1 includes the following elements: 478 

 returning purchaser 479 

 retailer e-commerce platform 480 

 magfido risk assessment module 481 

 FIDO U2F server 482 

 e-commerce platform administrator authentication 483 

 logging and reporting dashboard 484 
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Figure 4-1 High-Level Cost Threshold Reference Architecture 485 

 486 

The high-level cost threshold architecture components are described in the following subsections. 487 
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4.2.1 Returning Purchaser 488 

The returning purchaser initiates an e-commerce purchase from their returning-purchaser computer, 489 
logging in with their customer ID and password to complete the purchase. The returning purchaser can 490 
present their U2F authenticator, if requested by the e-commerce retailer, when the risk threshold has 491 
been exceeded. The user’s U2F authenticator leveraged in the example implementations is the Yubico 492 
YubiKey NEO Security Key [30]. 493 

4.2.2 Retailer E-Commerce Platform 494 

The returning purchaser uses a FIDO-supported web browser for accessing the retailer e-commerce 495 
platform. The retailer e-commerce platform allows the returning purchaser to browse the retailer’s 496 
products and services. The e-commerce platform provides the returning purchaser with the ability to 497 
select items for eventual purchase and to check out to complete the purchase. The checkout process 498 
includes authentication requests presented to the purchaser. The information conveyed to the returning 499 
purchaser is provided by or through the retailer e-commerce platform’s website. 500 

The retailer e-commerce platform serves as a conduit with the back-office components of the 501 
e-commerce retailer’s information systems, such as product inventory, shopping cart information, 502 
customer identity management, authentication information, as well as the retailer database. 503 

The specific product that we leveraged in our example implementations for the retailer e-commerce 504 
platform is an open-source version of Magento [25] that integrates with third-party modules like the 505 
magfido module developed for the example implementations and described in this guide. 506 

4.2.3 magfido Risk Assessment Module 507 

The magfido risk assessment module identifies when a risk threshold has been exceeded, and requires 508 
the purchaser to provide their U2F authenticator to complete a purchase. It also allows a returning 509 
purchaser to register the U2F authenticator needed when the risk threshold has been exceeded. The 510 
magfido risk assessment module was developed by StrongKey and is publicly available [26]. The magfido 511 
module is explained in greater detailer in Section 2.3 of Volume C of this guide. 512 

4.2.4 FIDO U2F Server 513 

The FIDO U2F server provides server-based enhanced authentication capabilities. SKCE Version 2.0 514 
performs cryptographic functions through web services and, among other capabilities, includes a FIDO 515 
engine to support FIDO U2F authenticator registration and authentication [31].  516 
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4.2.5 Retailer E-Commerce Platform Administrator Authentication 517 

In our example implementations, MFA is required to perform management functions on the retailer 518 
e-commerce platform. This MFA capability is provided by TokenOne’s cloud-based and 519 
smartphone-based application [29]. Implementing this feature is consistent with PCI Data Security 520 
Standards 3.2, Requirement 8.3 [32]. 521 

4.2.6 Logging and Reporting Dashboard Server 522 

The logging and reporting dashboard aggregates log data from the different components in the 523 
e-commerce system. It then provides the system operator with a visual display of the authentication 524 
events. The product leveraged for the example implementations is Splunk Enterprise [6]. 525 

4.3 Risk Engine Architecture Details 526 

The risk engine architecture depicted in Figure 4-2 includes the following elements: 527 

 returning purchaser 528 

 retailer e-commerce platform 529 

 risk assessment redirect module 530 

 adaptive authentication capability 531 

 FIDO U2F server 532 

 e-commerce platform administrator authentication 533 

 logging and reporting dashboard 534 

The risk engine architecture depicted in Figure 4-2 leverages the magfido module, replacing the cost 535 
threshold capability with the RSA Adaptive Authentication Risk Engine displayed in the figure’s green 536 
box. This example implementation build focuses on risk engine-based MFA capabilities. This uses an 537 
analytic engine to leverage additional capabilities for detecting increased risks. The RSA Adaptive 538 
Authentication Risk Engine examines details of the transaction and requires the returning purchaser to 539 
use MFA only when the transaction is deemed to be higher-risk. 540 
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Figure 4-2 High-Level Risk Engine Reference Architecture 541 

 542 

4.3.1 Risk Engine 543 

In addition to the components described in Section 4.2, the risk engine example implementation 544 
modifies the magfido module to add an additional capability by using the RSA Adaptive Authentication 545 
Risk Engine highlighted in the green box in Figure 4-2 [28]. The risk engine leverages machine learning 546 
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and risk-based authentication, and the example implementation will prompt users for FIDO-based 547 
authentication only when the risk engine deems the transaction to be higher risk.  548 

For this purpose, we refer to the updated magfido module as the risk assessment redirect module. 549 

In our example implementation, the risk engine performs three basic functions: 550 

1. allows the returning purchaser to complete their shopping transaction by using their customer 551 
ID and password only when a transaction is identified as being lower risk 552 

2. requires prompting the returning purchaser for their MFA device, based upon the higher risk of 553 
the current transaction 554 

3. suspends the transaction from being processed when the risk engine identifies the transaction 555 
as exceeding risk thresholds. These risk thresholds are based upon a risk score obtained from an 556 
outside service with which the risk engine communicates. In an online retail setting, the 557 
purchaser would then be prompted to contact customer service for assistance in completing the 558 
transaction. In actual online retail environments, this is an uncommon, but possible, scenario 559 
where the risk engine would intercede. 560 

4.3.2 Risk Assessment Redirect Module 561 

The risk assessment redirect module is hosted by the Magento server and provides risk and 562 
authentication analysis information related to the returning purchaser’s shopping transaction activities 563 
to the risk engine. Risk engine decisions are then communicated back to the Magento server through 564 
the risk assessment redirect module.  565 

Based upon an analysis performed by the risk engine, the risk assessment redirect module then directs 566 
the Magento server to allow the returning purchaser to use their customer ID and password for 567 
lower-risk transactions, and then requires the returning purchaser to also successfully present their 568 
FIDO U2F authenticator to complete their shopping transaction. The risk assessment redirect module 569 
can also provide the Magento server with a request to suspend the transaction in cases where the risk 570 
engine identifies the transaction as exceeding risk thresholds. 571 

4.4 Process Flows 572 

The following process flows show the sequence of events taking place as a returning purchaser 573 
completes an online purchase by using the cost threshold or risk engine example implementations. 574 
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4.4.1 Cost Threshold Process Flow 575 

Figure 4-3 shows the process flow as a returning purchaser browses to the shopping site and enters 576 
their customer ID and password, and as, upon checkout, the Risk Assessment Module makes a decision 577 
to either require (box surrounded in blue) or not require (box surrounded in red) the use of the U2F 578 
authenticator. If the returning purchaser’s U2F authenticator is requested, then the shopping 579 
transaction will complete only upon successful use of the U2F. 580 

The process flow of Figure 4-3 is described below. 581 

 The returning purchaser uses their laptop (customer device) to shop on the Magento 582 
e-commerce platform website. 583 

 The returning purchaser authenticates to the Magento e-commerce platform’s MariaDB with 584 
their customer ID and password.  585 

 As the checkout process begins, the risk assessment module makes a risk decision and then 586 
either allows the transaction to complete with no further authentication requirements (as 587 
shown within the red box) or, in the case of a transaction with increased risk, transmits its risk 588 
assessment need to use MFA to the SKCE Plug-In (as shown within the blue box). 589 

 The returning purchaser then inserts their FIDO key into their customer device, and their 590 
authentication is approved or denied based upon the validity of their security key. 591 
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Figure 4-3 Cost Threshold Process Flow 592 

 593 

4.4.2 Risk Engine Process Flow 594 

Figure 4-4 shows the process flow as a returning purchaser browses to the shopping site and enters 595 
their customer ID and password, and as, upon checkout, the risk engine makes a decision to either 596 
require (box surrounded in blue) or not require (box surrounded in red) the use of the U2F 597 
authenticator. If the returning purchaser’s U2F authenticator is requested, then the shopping 598 
transaction will complete only upon successful use of the U2F. 599 
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The process flow of Figure 4-4 is described below. 600 

 The returning purchaser uses their laptop (customer device) to shop on the Magento 601 
e-commerce platform’s website.  602 

 The returning purchaser authenticates to the Magento e-commerce platform’s MariaDB with 603 
their customer ID and password.  604 

 As the checkout process begins, the risk engine makes a risk decision and then either allows the 605 
transaction to complete with no further authentication requirements (as shown within the red 606 
box) or, in the case of a transaction with increased risk, transmits its risk assessment need to use 607 
MFA to the SKCE Plug-In or suspends the transaction if it exceeds organizational risk tolerances 608 
(as shown within the blue box).  609 

The returning purchaser then inserts their FIDO key into their customer device, and their authentication 610 
is approved or denied based upon the validity of their security key. 611 
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Figure 4-4 Risk Engine Process Flow 612 

 613 

5 Solution Scoping for the Example Implementations 614 

This section provides information about the scope and the use cases that apply to the example 615 
implementations, as well as customization options for the cost threshold example implementation. 616 

5.1 Scoping Context of the Returning Purchase Processes 617 

Real-world extension modules to Magento could include additional criteria to identify risk. While there 618 
is also a multi-shipping workflow in Magento, this architecture modifies only the default single-address 619 
checkout process flow. In environments using the multi-shipping workflow to enable shipping a single 620 
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order to multiple addresses, appropriate changes within that workflow will be needed to incorporate 621 
FIDO as described within this practice guide. 622 

5.1.1 Securing the FIDO Security Key Registration Process 623 

The FIDO registration workflow’s level of security should be considered. The example implementations 624 
prompt the returning purchaser to use a registered U2F when the shopping session exceeds a 625 
predetermined level of risk—in this case, the dollar amount. With this example, strong authentication is 626 
used only when a transaction exceeds the predetermined level of risk, and not for all purchaser-related 627 
activities. This implies that if an attacker compromised a legitimate purchaser’s password, then the 628 
attacker can register a new FIDO Security Key under that account. 629 

Once registered, the attacker could use their registered key to authorize any checkout that requires 630 
FIDO-based strong authentication. Reference Section 8 for information regarding how to help mitigate 631 
this threat. 632 

5.1.2 Lost U2F or Registration of a New U2F 633 

The following areas are outside this project’s scope and were identified as options that could help 634 
mitigate risks related to lost or new U2F Security Key registration risks: 635 

 The purchaser is required to register a key when an account is created. When any subsequent 636 
FIDO keys are registered, a previously existing FIDO key is required for authentication before 637 
registering those subsequent FIDO keys. 638 

 Configure Magento to always require FIDO-based strong authentication for any changes to an 639 
account’s U2F Security Key registration settings, once a FIDO Security Key is registered. This will 640 
help inhibit a malicious actor from registering a second FIDO key into the account and from 641 
using that FIDO key to perform cart checkout activities and to circumvent the security measures 642 
of the checkout process. 643 

 As detailed in Section 8, workflow that enables existing purchasers to confirm their identity (by 644 
confirming receipt of an email sent to their account, by entering a personal identification 645 
number (PIN) before being able to register their FIDO key, or via other contact methods) could 646 
also be employed in cases where existing purchasers will be registering a new FIDO key. 647 

5.2 Example Implementation Use Cases 648 

The example implementations were designed and built to support the following e-commerce use cases 649 
that were developed with input from the NCCoE Retail COI. The first use case involved the U2F not being 650 
requested, and the second use case shows the U2F being requested when the returning purchaser 651 
attempts to make an online purchase. A third use case applies to both the cost threshold and risk engine 652 
example implementations when a system administrator is managing the e-commerce platform. 653 
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5.2.1 Use Case 1: Risk Threshold Not Exceeded-MFA Not Requested 654 

In Use Case 1, a returning purchaser shops for items and places them into their shopping cart, and then, 655 
upon checkout, either a predetermined purchase amount is not exceeded (in the cost threshold example 656 
implementation) or the risk engine determines that the transaction is lower risk (in the risk engine 657 
example implementation). The purchaser continues through their checkout activities and completes the 658 
shopping experience without invoking the U2F. 659 

5.2.2 Use Case 2: Risk Threshold Exceeded-MFA Requested 660 

In Use Case 2, a returning purchaser shops for items and places them into their shopping cart, and then, 661 
upon checkout, either a predetermined purchase amount is exceeded (cost threshold) or the risk engine 662 
determines that the transaction is higher risk (risk engine). The returning purchaser is prompted to use 663 
U2F confirmation and, upon doing so, completes the shopping experience after successfully using their 664 
U2F. 665 

The adaptive authentication risk engine uses both shopping transaction analytics and business 666 
intelligence to determine if a transaction is outside normal purchasing behaviors or shows other 667 
elements of increased risk of fraud, which should prompt a returning purchaser to successfully present 668 
MFA. 669 

In scenarios where the U2F is not successfully used, the purchase is declined. This could take place if the 670 
returning purchaser did not successfully use their U2F or if the purchaser’s customer ID and password 671 
are being used by someone who does not possess the U2F. 672 

5.2.3 Use Case 3: System Administrator Prompted for MFA 673 

In Use Case 3, MFA is required by e-commerce platform administration personnel before they perform 674 
system administration activities. Implementing MFA for administrative accounts can help limit the risk of 675 
compromising the information system that hosts the e-commerce solution. This applies to both example 676 
implementations (cost threshold and risk engine). This helps limit the risk of the e-commerce platform 677 
administrator’s authentication credentials being compromised and provides assurance that they are 678 
being used by an authorized person. 679 
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5.3 Customization Options Leveraging the Cost Threshold Example 680 

Implementation’s Use Cases 681 

Leveraging the concepts from this practice guide’s example implementations, retail organizations can 682 
customize their risk mitigation scenarios beyond those described above. For example, if the MFA login 683 
was not successfully used, then customized risk mitigation scenarios could include these actions: 684 

 identify the transaction for follow-up and review by the retailer fraud-detection team before 685 
shipping or delivering to the purchaser. Direct the person attempting to complete the 686 
transaction to the online retailer’s customer service department, where review of the shopping 687 
transaction could take place. 688 

 notify the returning purchaser via email if a purchase is declined because their MFA device is not 689 
used successfully (potentially by another person not authorized to shop on their account) 690 

In addition to the above scenarios, the retailer can review their organizational risk thresholds and 691 
explore additional risk-based decision options beyond the shopping cart purchase exceeding a 692 
predetermined dollar amount. These options could include requesting MFA from the purchaser when 693 
the following situations take place: 694 

 The purchaser provides a new or updated ship-to address. 695 

 The purchaser’s billing and ship-to address do not match. 696 

 The machine internet protocol (IP) differs from those previously used or is from a certain IP 697 
address range. 698 

 The purchaser uses a new credit card. 699 

 The purchaser purchases specific items or categories that are often included in fraudulent 700 
purchases. 701 

 The purchaser purchases items from a new location. 702 

 a combination of the above risk factors  703 

 other scenarios whose logic could be predetermined 704 
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6 Security Characteristics Analysis 705 

The purpose of the security characteristic analysis is to understand the extent to which the project 706 
meets its objective of demonstrating the use of MFA in an e-commerce environment. In addition, it 707 
seeks to understand the security benefits and drawbacks of the example solution. 708 

6.1 Assumptions and Limitations 709 

The security characteristic evaluation has the following limitations: 710 

 It is neither a comprehensive test of all security components nor a red-team exercise. 711 

 It cannot identify all weaknesses. 712 

 It does not include the lab infrastructure. It is assumed that devices are hardened. Testing these 713 
devices would reveal only weaknesses in implementation that would not be relevant to those 714 
adopting this reference architecture. 715 

As a best-practice recommendation to help keep your Magento product current, you can visit the 716 
Resources section of the Magento website to sign up for updates on the most recent security patches 717 
and best practices [33]. 718 

6.2 Build Testing 719 

The purpose of the security characteristic analysis is to understand the extent to which the use case 720 
meets its objective of demonstrating the use of MFA in an e-commerce environment. In addition, it 721 
seeks to understand the security benefits and drawbacks of the reference design. Also, Appendix C 722 
provides information regarding research of the products used for architecture components. 723 

6.3 Scenarios and Findings 724 

One aspect of our security evaluation involved assessing how well the reference design addresses the 725 
security characteristics that it was intended to support. The Cybersecurity Framework subcategories 726 
were used to provide structure to the security assessment by consulting the specific sections of each 727 
standard that are cited in reference to that subcategory. The cited sections provide validation points 728 
that the example implementations would be expected to exhibit. Using the Cybersecurity Framework 729 
subcategories as a basis for organizing our analysis allowed us to systematically consider how well the 730 
reference design supports the intended security characteristics. 731 
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6.4 Analysis of the Reference Design’s Support for Cybersecurity 732 

Framework Subcategories 733 

This section analyzes the example implementations, in terms of the specific subcategories of the 734 
Cybersecurity Framework that they support. This enables an understanding of how the example 735 
implementations achieved the goals of the design, when compared against a standardized framework. 736 
This section identifies the security benefits provided by each component of the example 737 
implementations and how those components support specific cybersecurity activities, as specified in 738 
terms of Cybersecurity Framework subcategories. 739 

The Cybersecurity Framework includes functions, categories, and subcategories that define the 740 
capabilities and processes needed to implement a cybersecurity program. In Table A-1, the NCCoE has 741 
identified the subcategories that are desirable to implement when deploying the example 742 
implementations. This section discusses how the example implementations support each of the 743 
subcategories listed in Table A-1. Using the subcategories as a basis for organizing our analysis allowed 744 
us to systematically consider how well the example implementations support specific security activities, 745 
and provides structure to our security analysis. 746 

6.4.1 DE.CM-1: The Network Is Monitored to Detect Potential Cybersecurity Events 747 

The reference designs support monitoring network activity, with a focus on monitoring authentication 748 
attempts. Event log information is correlated with the reference designs network architectures to make 749 
the following determinations: 750 

 total authentication attempts 751 

 successful login attempts 752 

 unsuccessful login attempts 753 

6.4.2 ID.RA-4: Potential Business Impacts and Likelihoods Are Identified 754 

The example implementations track the amount of the transaction dollar purchase amount to 755 
determine whether U2F authentication is needed. If the purchase amount meets or exceeds the 756 
threshold dollar amount, then U2F authentication is activated.  757 

The risk assessment function of the example implementations enables the online retailer to identify 758 
shopping experience attributes that are likely to create business impact. These attributes include the 759 
cost of items in the shopping cart and could also use the attributes and potential workflow discussed in 760 
Section 5.3, or the capabilities that the risk engine provides. 761 

The information gained from the shopping cart’s dollar-amount attribute is used to determine when an 762 
organization would elect to employ a U2F authentication device request for a shopping session. 763 
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6.4.3 ID.RA-5: Threats, Vulnerabilities, Likelihoods, and Impacts Are Used to 764 
Determine Risk 765 

The impact to the implementing organization of a potentially fraudulent transaction is used to 766 
determine risk. In the example implementations, the risk engine or the total cost of the items in the 767 
shopping cart could be used to help determine the financial risk to which the implementing e-commerce 768 
retailer might be subject. Section 5.3 describes additional attributes that could be used to help 769 
determine and mitigate the online shopping session’s risk. 770 

6.4.4 PR.AC-1: Identities and Credentials Are Issued, Managed, Verified, Revoked, 771 
and Audited for Authorized Devices, Users and Processes 772 

The example implementations use U2F authentication to authorize purchasers and their devices. 773 
Specifically, the Yubico YubiKey NEO Security Key was used as the purchaser’s second factor 774 
authentication mechanism. The Yubico YubiKey NEO Security Key is a hardware FIDO Ready U2F 775 
authenticator. It uses public key cryptography, which includes a private key that never leaves the NEO. 776 
When a purchaser registers an account on the e-commerce platform, the Yubico YubiKey NEO Security 777 
Key uses the private key to generate another cryptographic key that is unique for the e-commerce 778 
platform. 779 

In the example implementations, the unique key is used to develop a public key that is sent and stored 780 
on the StrongKey FIDO server. After the registration process is completed, logging into the e-commerce 781 
platform’s website continues to use the unique generated cryptographic key and the public key stored 782 
on the StrongKey FIDO server, to authenticate the purchaser. The StrongKey FIDO server provides the 783 
U2F registration, authentication, and storage of purchaser registration data. The TokenOne cloud-based 784 
infrastructure provides an administration interface and services for authentication credential life-cycle 785 
management. 786 

6.4.5 PR.AC-7: Users, Devices, and Other Assets Are Authenticated (e.g., Single-787 
Factor, Multifactor), Commensurate with the Risk of the Transaction 788 
(e.g., Individuals’ Security and Privacy Risks and Other Organizational Risks) 789 

Authentication that is commensurate with the risk of the transaction is an intrinsic part of the example 790 
implementations. Users are authenticated based upon the shopping transaction’s level of risk. For 791 
transactions deemed to be lower-risk, customer ID and password are used. For transactions with 792 
increased risk, U2F MFA is used. 793 

For the cost threshold example implementation, acceptable shopping cart dollar amount risk levels are 794 
made by the implementing organization. For the risk engine example implementation, risk engine 795 
analysis determines when additional authentication will be prompted. In both example 796 
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implementations, when the risk threshold is exceeded, an MFA request is then activated and 797 
communicated to the returning purchaser. 798 

In both example implementations, MFA is required by e-commerce administration personnel before 799 
they perform system administration activities. Implementing MFA for administrative accounts can help 800 
limit the risk of compromise of the information system that hosts the e-commerce solution. 801 

6.4.6 RS.AN-1: Notifications from Detection Systems Are Investigated 802 

The example implementations leverage Splunk Enterprise displays to provide logging information in a 803 
dashboard format that can be investigated by system operators.  804 

6.5 Systems Engineering 805 

Some organizations use a systems-engineering-based approach to plan and implement their IT projects. 806 
Organizations wishing to implement IT systems should conduct robust requirements development, 807 
considering the operational needs of each system stakeholder. Standards, such as ISO/IEC 15288:2015 808 
[34] and NIST SP 800-160 [17], provide guidance for applying security in systems development. With 809 
each of these standards, organizations can choose to adopt only those sections of the standard that are 810 
relevant to their development approach, environment, and business context. NIST SP 800-160 811 
recommends thoroughly analyzing alternative solution classes accounting for security objectives, 812 
considerations, concerns, limitations, and constraints. This advice applies to both new system 813 
developments and the integration of components into existing systems, which would be required to 814 
deploy the example implementations described in this practice guide. 815 

6.5.1 Example Implementation Code Analysis 816 

In support of systems engineering best practices, code developed to support the example 817 
implementations was analyzed by using manual and automated code analysis methods. As part of an 818 
overall systems engineering process, organizations can use systematic procedures and code-checking 819 
tools that will help find vulnerabilities or weaknesses that can be improved upon. 820 

7 Functional Evaluation 821 

Functional evaluations of the MFA example implementations, as constructed in our lab, were conducted 822 
to verify that they meet their objective of enabling a returning purchaser to use enhanced 823 
authentication capabilities for e-commerce transactions. 824 

Section 7.1 describes the format and components of the functional test cases. Each functional test case 825 
was designed to assess the capability of the example implementations.  826 
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7.1 MFA Functional Tests 827 

This section includes the test cases necessary to conduct the functional evaluation of the MFA example 828 
implementations. Refer to Section 4 for descriptions of the tested example implementations.  829 

Each test case consists of multiple fields that collectively identify the goal of the test, the specifics 830 
required to implement the test, and how to assess the results of the test. Table 7-1 describes each field 831 
in the test case. 832 

Table 7-1 Test Case Fields 833 

Test Case Field Description 

Parent Requirement Identifies the top-level requirement, or the series of top-level 
requirements, leading to the testable requirement. 

Testable Requirement Guides the definition of the remainder of the test case fields. 
Specifies the capability to be evaluated. 

Description Describes the objective of the test case. 

Associated Test Cases In some instances, a test case may be based on the outcome of 
another test case(s). For example, analysis-based test cases pro-
duce a result that is verifiable through various means (e.g., log 
entries, reports, alerts). 

Associated Cybersecurity Frame-
work Subcategories  

Lists the Cybersecurity Framework subcategories addressed by 
the test case. 

Preconditions The starting state of the test case. Preconditions indicate various 
starting state items, such as a specific capability configuration 
required or specific protocol and content. 

Procedure The step-by-step actions required to implement the test case. A 
procedure may consist of a single sequence of steps or multiple 
sequences of steps (with delineation) to indicate variations in 
the test procedure. 

Expected Results The expected results for each variation in the test procedure. 
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Test Case Field Description 

Actual Results The observed results. 

Overall Results The overall result of the test as pass/fail. In some test case in-
stances, determination of the overall result may be more in-
volved, such as determining pass/fail based on a percentage of 
errors identified. 

7.1.1 MFA Use Case Requirements 834 

Table 7-2 identifies the MFA functional analysis requirements that are addressed in the associated 835 
requirements and test cases. 836 

Table 7-2 Functional Analysis Requirements 837 

Capability 
Requirement 
(CR) ID 

Parent Requirement Subrequirement 1 Subrequirement 2 Test Case 

CR 1 The MFA example implementa-
tions shall determine if a pur-
chase does not require U2F au-
thentication for the cost 
threshold and risk engine ex-
ample lab builds. 

    MFA-1 

CR 1.a   RSA, StrongKey, 
and Magento, with 
the authenticator 
contained in 
CR-1.a.1 

  MFA-1 

CR 1.a.1     Customer ID and 
password 

MFA-1 

CR 2 The MFA example implementa-
tions shall determine if a pur-
chase requires U2F authentica-
tion for the cost threshold and 
risk engine example lab builds. 

    MFA-2 
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Capability 
Requirement 
(CR) ID 

Parent Requirement Subrequirement 1 Subrequirement 2 Test Case 

CR 2.a   RSA, StrongKey, 
and Magento, with 
the authenticator 
contained in 
CR-2.a.1 

  MFA-2 

CR 2.a.1     Yubico MFA-2 

CR 3 The MFA example implementa-
tions shall detect failed login 
attempts by a purchaser’s ac-
count for the cost threshold 
and risk engine example lab 
builds. 

    MFA-3 

CR 3.a   Splunk Enterprise 
and Magento, with 
the authenticator 
contained in 
CR-3.a.1 

  MFA-3 

CR 3.a.1     Customer ID and 
password 

MFA-3 

CR 4  The MFA example implementa-
tions shall lock a purchaser’s 
account upon detection of that 
account exceeding a predeter-
mined number of failed login 
attempts for the cost threshold 
and risk engine example lab 
builds. 

    MFA-4 

CR 4.a   Magento, with the 
authenticator con-
tained in CR-4.a.1 

  MFA-4 
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Capability 
Requirement 
(CR) ID 

Parent Requirement Subrequirement 1 Subrequirement 2 Test Case 

CR 4.a.1     Customer ID and 
password 

MFA-4 

CR 5 The MFA example implementa-
tions shall strongly authenti-
cate retailer e-commerce plat-
form administrators before the 
administrators perform admin-
istration activities. 

    MFA-5 

CR 5.a   Magento and To-
kenOne, with the 
authenticator con-
tained in CR-5.a.1 

  MFA-5 

CR 5.a.1     TokenOne Authen-
ticator 

MFA-5 

7.1.2 Test Case MFA-1 (MFA Not Required) 838 

Table 7-3 contains test case requirements, associated test cases, and descriptions of the test scenarios 839 
for the MFA capabilities of the example implementations. 840 

Table 7-3 Test Case MFA-1 (MFA Not Required) 841 

Test Case Field Description 

Parent Requirement (CR 1) The MFA example implementations shall determine if a 
purchase does not require a U2F mechanism for the cost thresh-
old and risk engine example lab builds. 

Testable Requirement (CR 1.a) RSA, StrongKey, and Magento 
(CR 1.a.1) Using customer ID and password 

Description Show that the MFA example implementation can determine that 
a purchase is lower-risk and therefore does not require addi-
tional U2F authentication 
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Test Case Field Description 

Associated Test Cases CR 1 

Associated Cybersecurity Frame-
work Subcategories 

ID.RA-4, ID.RA-5, PR.AC-7 

Preconditions (CR 1.a) 
RSA, StrongKey, and Magento capabilities are implemented and 
operational in the lab environment. 
Yubico FIDO U2F authenticator is registered to a purchaser ac-
count on the e-commerce platform. 
The purchase dollar-amount threshold has been set to deter-
mine when U2F authentication is activated. 

Procedure The returning purchaser logs into the e-commerce platform’s 
website with their customer ID and password, and initiates and 
completes a lower-risk purchase that does not require U2F use 
by the returning purchaser. 

Expected Results (CR 1) The MFA example implementation determines that U2F 
authentication is not needed. 
(CR 1.a) U2F authentication with Yubico (CR 1.a.1) is not acti-
vated because the purchase dollar amount is below the set 
threshold. 

Actual Results The returning purchaser logged into their account by using their 
customer ID and password, placed items totaling $25 or less (for 
the cost threshold build) or $50 or less (for the risk engine build) 
into the shopping cart, and then completed their shopping pur-
chase. 

Overall Results The returning purchaser was able to complete their lower-risk 
purchase with only their customer ID and password. 
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7.1.3 Test Case MFA-2 (MFA Required) 842 

Table 7-4 contains test case requirements, associated test cases, and descriptions of the test scenarios 843 
for the MFA capabilities of the example implementations. 844 

Table 7-4 Test Case MFA-2 (MFA Required) 845 

Test Case Field Description 

Parent Requirement (CR 2) The MFA example implementations shall determine if a 
purchase requires U2F authentication for the cost threshold and 
risk engine example lab builds. 

Testable Requirement (CR 2.a) RSA, StrongKey, and Magento 
(CR 2.a.1) Yubico 

Description  Show that the MFA example implementation can determine that 
a shopping session exceeds organizational risk tolerance, and 
therefore the transaction requires the successful use of U2F au-
thentication for the shopping transaction to be completed 

Associated Test Cases CR 2 

Associated Cybersecurity Frame-
work Subcategories  

ID.RA-4, ID.RA-5, PR.AC-7 

Preconditions (CR 2.a) Reuse RSA, StrongKey, and Magento capabilities in the 
state after MFA-1 is completed 

Procedure The returning purchaser logs onto the website and initiates and 
completes an increased-risk purchase that would require the re-
turning purchaser to use U2F. 

Expected Results (CR 2) The MFA example implementation determines that U2F 
authentication is needed.  
(CR 2.a) U2F authentication with Yubico (CR 2.a.1) is activated 
because the purchase dollar amount is above the thresholds 
that trigger an MFA response. The online shopping transaction 
does not proceed to completion without the returning pur-
chaser’s successful use of the U2F authenticator. 
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Test Case Field Description 

Actual Results The returning purchaser logged into their account with their cus-
tomer ID and password, placed items greater than $25 (for the 
cost threshold build) or greater than $50 (for the risk engine 
build) into the shopping cart, and then completed the shopping 
purchase by using the U2F authenticator when prompted. The 
shopping session would not continue without the U2F authenti-
cator being successfully activated. 

Overall Results The returning purchaser was able to complete their increased-
risk purchase with U2F. 

7.1.4 Test Case MFA-3 (Failed Login Attempts Detected) 846 

Table 7-5 contains test case requirements, associated test cases, and descriptions of the test scenarios 847 
for the failed-login-attempt detection capabilities of the example implementations. 848 

Table 7-5 Test Case MFA-3 (Failed Login Attempts Detected) 849 

Test Case Field Description 

Parent Requirement (CR 3) The MFA example implementation shall detect failed 
login attempts by a purchaser’s account for the cost threshold 
and risk engine example lab builds. 

Testable Requirement (CR 3.a) Splunk Enterprise and Magento 

Description  Show that the MFA example implementation can detect and 
demonstrate in a dashboard the customer ID and password’s 
failed login attempts 

Associated Test Cases CR 2 

Associated Cybersecurity Frame-
work Subcategories  

DE.CM-1, PR.AC-1, PR.AC-7, RS.AN-1 

Preconditions Reuse MFA example implementation in the state after MFA-2 is 
completed 
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Test Case Field Description 

Procedure An automated logging and reporting dashboard capability is 
built. It identifies and displays failed purchaser-authentication 
attempts. 

Expected Results (CR 3, CR 3.a) The logging and reporting dashboard capability 
identifies and displays failed purchaser-account-authentication 
attempts. 
(CR 3.a.1) The account is identified by the customer ID and pass-
word. 

Actual Results The automated logging and reporting dashboard displayed failed 
purchaser-authentication attempts.  

Overall Results The automated logging and reporting dashboard displayed a his-
torical display of failed purchaser-authentication attempts. 

7.1.5 Test Case MFA-4 (Accounts Automatically Locked After Failed Login Attempts) 850 

Table 7-6 contains test case requirements, associated test cases, and descriptions of the test scenarios 851 
for the automatic account lockout capabilities of the example implementations. 852 

Table 7-6 Test Case MFA-4 (Accounts Automatically Locked After Failed Login Attempts) 853 

Test Case Field Description 

Parent Requirement (CR 4) The MFA example implementation shall lock a purchaser’s 
account upon detection of that account exceeding a predeter-
mined number of failed login attempts for the cost threshold 
and risk engine example lab builds. 

Testable Requirement (CR 4.a) Magento 

Description Show that the MFA example implementation can lock a pur-
chaser account if the allowed number of customer ID and pass-
word authentication attempts is exceeded 

Associated Test Cases CR 3 
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Test Case Field Description 

Associated Cybersecurity Frame-
work Subcategories 

DE.CM-1, PR.AC-1 

Preconditions Reuse MFA example implementation in the state after MFA-3 is 
completed  

Procedure After the failed authentication limit has been met, the purchaser 
account is locked out. 

Expected Results (CR 4, CR 4.a, CR 4.a.1) The returning purchaser account is 
locked, and the purchaser is unable to log into the account after 
the threshold limit for failed authentications is met, for an 
amount of time determined by the organization. 

Actual Results The failed authentication attempts were made until the previ-
ously identified threshold was met, at which time the account 
was locked for a previously identified amount of time (in this 
case, 20 minutes). 

Overall Results The returning purchaser’s account was locked out for a previ-
ously determined amount of time before the account could be 
used again. 

7.1.6 Test Case MFA-5 (System Administrator MFA) 854 

Table 7-7 contains test case requirements, associated test cases, and descriptions of the test scenarios 855 
for the e-commerce platform system administrator MFA capabilities of the example implementations. 856 

Table 7-7 Test Case MFA-5 (System Administrator MFA) 857 

Test Case Field Description 

Parent Requirement (CR 5) The MFA example implementations shall strongly authen-
ticate e-commerce platform administrators before the adminis-
trators perform administration activities. 

Testable Requirement (CR 5.a) Magento and TokenOne 
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Test Case Field Description 

Description  Show that the MFA example implementation requires the 
e-commerce platform administrator to authenticate with To-
kenOne before logging in and performing administration 

Associated Test Cases CR 5 

Associated Cybersecurity Frame-
work Subcategories  

ID.RA-4, PR.AC-7 

Preconditions Reuse MFA example implementation in the state after MFA-1 is 
completed 

Procedure Attach to the Magento e-commerce platform and attempt to log 
in. Provide account and authentication information as 
prompted. 

Expected Results (CR 5, CR 5.a, CR 5.a.1) The e-commerce platform administrator 
must authenticate by using their TokenOne authenticator be-
fore administering the platform. 

Actual Results The e-commerce platform administrator was prompted for their 
TokenOne multifactor authenticator before being able to man-
age the platform. 

Overall Results When the e-commerce platform administrator used their To-
kenOne authenticator, they were able to manage the Magento 
e-commerce platform. When the e-commerce administrator did 
not provide their TokenOne credentials, their account was de-
nied access to the Magento e-commerce platform. 

8 Future Build Considerations 858 

Authentication technologies, such as MFA, are continuously evolving. Additional future build 859 
considerations may include the topics described in this section. 860 

8.1 FIDO Key Registration Enhancements 861 

Additional future build considerations include securing the FIDO key registration process with a PIN. The 862 
PIN would be sent to the customer’s registered email account. The customer would then enter the 863 
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registration-code PIN received in the email, as displayed on the screen shown in Figure 8-1, before being 864 
allowed to register a FIDO authenticator. 865 

Figure 8-1 FIDO Authenticator Registration Confirmation PIN 866 

 867 

8.2 IP Address as a Risk Factor 868 

Another future build consideration would be to add the IP address as a factor that is analyzed to trigger 869 
the need for MFA in the cost threshold example implementation. Currently, the cost threshold example 870 
implementation examines the dollar amount in shopping cart when determining whether MFA is 871 
needed. An e-commerce transaction’s originating IP address can be an indicator of increased risk [35]. 872 
Adding the IP address as a factor that is analyzed during an e-commerce transaction might appeal to 873 
those who are considering the cost threshold example implementation and who need to see more risk 874 
factors being addressed. 875 
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Appendix A Mapping to Cybersecurity Framework 
Table A-1 maps National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and consensus security references 
to the NIST Cybersecurity Framework subcategories that are addressed in this practice guide. 
Additionally, from NIST Special Publication (SP) 800-181, National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education 
(NICE) Cybersecurity Workforce Framework [18], Work Roles are identified so that organizations may 
understand the work roles that are typically used by those implementing the capabilities contained in 
this practice guide. 

Table A-1 Multifactor Authentication for E-Commerce Cybersecurity Framework 
Components Mapping 

Cybersecurity Framework v1.1 Standards and Best Practices Alignment 

Function Cate-
gory Subcategory 

NIST SP 800-53 Rev. 
4 Security and Pri-
vacy Controls 

ISO/IEC 
27001:2013 

NIST SP 800-181, NICE 
Framework Work 
Roles 

IDENTIFY 
(ID) 

Risk As-
sess-
ment 
(ID.RA) 

ID.RA-4: Poten-
tial business 
impacts and 
likelihoods are 
identified. 

RA-2: Security Cate-
gorization 
RA-3: Risk Assess-
ment  
PM-9: Risk Manage-
ment Strategy  
PM-11: Mis-
sion/Business Pro-
cess Definition 
SA-14: Criticality 
Analysis 

ISO/IEC 
N/A 

AN-TWA-001 
Threat/Warning Ana-
lyst 
OM-ANA-001 Systems 
Security Analyst 
PR-CDA-001 Cyber De-
fense Analyst 
OV-MGT-001 Infor-
mation Systems Secu-
rity Manager 

ID.RA-5: 
Threats, vul-
nerabilities, 
likelihoods, 
and impacts 
are used to de-
termine risk. 

RA-2: Security Cate-
gorization 
RA-3: Risk Assess-
ment 
PM-16: Threat 
Awareness Program 

A.12.6.1 AN-TWA-001 
Threat/Warning Ana-
lyst 
PR-CDA-001 Cyber De-
fense Analyst 
OV-MGT-001 Infor-
mation Systems Secu-
rity Manager 

PROTECT 
(PR) 

Identity 
Man-
age-
ment, 

PR.AC-1: Iden-
tities and cre-
dentials are is-
sued, man-
aged, verified, 

AC-1: Access Con-
trol Policy and Pro-
cedures 
AC-2: Account Man-
agement 

A.9.2.1, 
A.9.2.2,  
A.9.2.3, 
A.9.2.4, 

OM-ANA-001 Systems 
Security Analyst 
PR-CDA-001 Cyber De-
fense Analyst 
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Cybersecurity Framework v1.1 Standards and Best Practices Alignment 

Function Cate-
gory Subcategory 

NIST SP 800-53 Rev. 
4 Security and Pri-
vacy Controls 

ISO/IEC 
27001:2013 

NIST SP 800-181, NICE 
Framework Work 
Roles 

Authen-
tication, 
and Ac-
cess 
Control 
(PR.AC) 

revoked, and 
audited for au-
thorized de-
vices, users, 
and processes. 

IA-1: Identification 
and Authentication 
Policy and Proce-
dures 
IA-2: Identification 
and Authentication 
(Organizational Us-
ers) 
IA-3: Device Identi-
fication and Au-
thentication 
IA-4: Identifier 
Management 
IA-5: Authenticator 
Management 
IA-6: Authenticator 
Feedback 
IA-7: Cryptographic 
Module Authentica-
tion 
IA-8: Identification 
and Authentication 
(Non-Organizational 
Users) 
IA-9: Service Identi-
fication and Au-
thentication 
IA-10: Adaptive 
Identification and 
Authentication 
IA-11: Re-Authenti-
cation 

A.9.2.6, 
A.9.3.1, 
A.9.4.2, 
A.9.4.3 

OM-ADM-001 System 
Administrator 
OV-PMA-003 Product 
Support Manager 
SP-DEV-001 Software 
Developer 

PR.AC-7: Users, 
devices, and 
other assets 

AC-7: Unsuccessful 
Logon Attempts 
AC-8: System Use 
Notification 

A.9.2.1, 
A.9.2.4, 
A.9.3.1, 

OM-ANA-001 Systems 
Security Analyst 
PR-CDA-001 Cyber De-
fense Analyst 
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Cybersecurity Framework v1.1 Standards and Best Practices Alignment 

Function Cate-
gory Subcategory 

NIST SP 800-53 Rev. 
4 Security and Pri-
vacy Controls 

ISO/IEC 
27001:2013 

NIST SP 800-181, NICE 
Framework Work 
Roles 

are authenti-
cated (e.g., sin-
gle-factor, mul-
tifactor) com-
mensurate 
with the risk of 
the transaction 
(e.g., individu-
als’ security 
and privacy 
risks and other 
organizational 
risks). 

AC-9: Previous Lo-
gon (Access) Notifi-
cation 
AC-11: Session Lock 
AC-12: Session Ter-
mination 
AC-14: Permitted 
Actions Without 
Identification or Au-
thentication 
IA-1: Identification 
and Authentication 
Policy and Proce-
dures 
IA-2: Identification 
and Authentication 
(Organizational Us-
ers) 
IA-3: Device Identi-
fication and Au-
thentication 
IA-4: Identifier 
Management 
IA-5: Authenticator 
Management 
IA-8: Identification 
and Authentication 
(Non-Organizational 
Users) 
IA-9: Service Identi-
fication and Au-
thentication 

A.9.4.2, 
A.9.4.3, 
A.18.1.4 

OM-ADM-001 System 
Administrator 
OV-PMA-003 Product 
Support Manager 
SP-DEV-001 Software 
Developer 
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Cybersecurity Framework v1.1 Standards and Best Practices Alignment 

Function Cate-
gory Subcategory 

NIST SP 800-53 Rev. 
4 Security and Pri-
vacy Controls 

ISO/IEC 
27001:2013 

NIST SP 800-181, NICE 
Framework Work 
Roles 

IA-10: Adaptive 
Identification and 
Authentication 
IA-11: Re-Authenti-
cation 

DETECT 
(DE) 

Security 
Continu-
ous 
Moni-
toring 
(DE.CM) 

DE.CM-1: The 
network is 
monitored to 
detect poten-
tial cybersecu-
rity events. 

AC-2: Account Man-
agement 
AU-12: Audit Gener-
ation  
CA-7: Continuous 
Monitoring 
CM-3: Configuration 
Change Control 
SC-5: Denial of Ser-
vice Protection  
SC-7: Boundary Pro-
tection  
SI-4: Information 
System Monitoring 

ISO/IEC 
N/A 

PR-CDA-001 Cyber De-
fense Analyst 

RESPOND 
(RS) 

Analysis 
(RS.AN) 

RS.AN-1: Noti-
fications from 
detection sys-
tems are inves-
tigated. 

AU-6: Audit Review, 
Analysis, and Re-
porting  
CA-7: Continuous 
Monitoring  
IR-4: Incident Han-
dling  
IR-5: Incident Re-
porting  
PE-6: Monitoring 
Physical Access 
SI-4: Information 
System Monitoring 

A.12.4.1, 
A.12.4.3, 
A.16.1.5 

PR-CDA-001 Cyber De-
fense Analyst 
PR-CIR-001 Cyber De-
fense Incident Re-
sponder 
IN-FOR-002 Cyber De-
fense Forensics Ana-
lyst 
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Appendix B Assumptions 
This project is guided by the assumptions described in the following subsections. Implementers are 
advised to consider whether the same assumptions can be made based on current policy, process, and 
information-technology infrastructure. Where applicable, appropriate guidance is provided to assist 
implementation, as described in the following subsections. 

B.1 Availability of Skills 
An organization has a workforce able to implement the multifactor authentication (MFA) capabilities 
described in this practice guide. Work Roles in the National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education (NICE) 
Cybersecurity Workforce Framework [18] are identified in Appendix A to assist organizations to see 
which work roles perform the tasks necessary to implement the capabilities contained in this practice 
guide. A NICE Framework work role is composed of specific knowledge, skills, and abilities required to 
perform tasks in that work role. 

B.2 Uniqueness of Lab Environment 
The example implementations were developed in a lab environment. They do not reflect the complexity 
of a production environment, and production deployment processes were not used. Before production 
deployment, it should be confirmed that the example implementation capabilities meet the 
organization’s architecture, reliability, and scalability requirements.  

B.3 MFA Decreases Account Takeover Opportunities 
Using customer identification (ID) and password alone for authentication provides increased 
opportunities for account takeover, compared with the additional use of MFA. 

B.4 Web Browser and Returning Purchaser Accounts 
A web browser, not a mobile application, was used to make the purchase from the electronic commerce 
(e-commerce) platform’s website. A returning purchaser had an account with the online retailer. 

B.5 Support of MFA Devices 
The purchaser expects the retailer to be committed to the continued use and support of Universal 
Second Factor (U2F) because the returning purchaser has invested time and/or expense in obtaining the 
authenticator device. 
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B.6 Customer Support Mechanisms for Lost Tokens 
The retailer has established customer support mechanisms for lost U2F authenticators. This could 
include the ability to determine that the person calling their customer assistance line is the actual 
returning purchaser.  
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Appendix C Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures 
To understand and mitigate security issues associated with architecture components, the Common 
Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) database [36] was searched for security issues associated with the 
example build components.  

A search of the collaborating vendors’ products used in the example implementations was performed on 
March 15, 2018, which led to the discovery of a single CVE vulnerability that applied to the example 
implementations. As reported in the online CVE database, the product has since been patched in an 
update. The example implementations froze version numbers in the example lab builds before the 
product patch was released. 

Automated alerts can be subscribed to via the United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team 
(US-CERT) to keep up-to-date on current security issues and vulnerabilities [37]. 
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Appendix D List of Acronyms 
AAL Authenticator Assurance Level 

CNP  Card Not Present 

COI Community of Interest 

CR Capability Requirement 

CVE Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures 

e-commerce Electronic Commerce 

FAL Federation Assurance Level 

FIDO Fast IDentity Online 

IAL Identity Assurance Level 

ID Identification 

IDESG Identity Ecosystem Steering Group 

IP Internet Protocol 

ISO/IEC International Organization for Standardization / International 
Electrotechnical Commission 

IT Information Technology 

MFA Multifactor Authentication 

NCCoE National Cybersecurity Center of Excellence 

NICE National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education  

NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology 

PCI Payment Card Industry 

PIN Personal Identification Number 

SKCE StrongKey CryptoEngine 

SP Special Publication 

U.S. United States 

U2F Universal Second Factor 
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USB Universal Serial Bus 

US-CERT United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team 
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Appendix E Glossary 
Authentication Verifying the identity of a user, process, or device, often as a 

prerequisite to allowing access to a system’s resources [12] 

Authentication Factor The three types of authentication factors are something you know, 
something you have, and something you are. Every authenticator has 
one or more authentication factors. [12] 

Authenticator Something the claimant possesses and controls (typically a 
cryptographic module or password) that is used to authenticate the 
claimant’s identity [12] 

Authenticator Assurance 
Level (AAL) 

A category describing the strength of the authentication process [12] 

Credential An object or data structure that authoritatively binds an identity—via 
an identifier or identifiers–and (optionally) additional attributes, to at 
least one authenticator possessed and controlled by a subscriber 
 
While common usage often assumes that the subscriber maintains the 
credential, these guidelines also use the term to refer to electronic 
records maintained by the Credential Service Providers that establish 
binding between the subscriber’s authenticator(s) and identity. [12] 

Federation Assurance Level 
(FAL) 

A category describing the assertion protocol used by the federation to 
communicate authentication and attribute information (if applicable) 
to a relying party [12] 

Identity An attribute or set of attributes that uniquely describe a subject within 
a given context [12] 

Identity Assurance Level 
(IAL) 

A category that conveys the degree of confidence that the applicant’s 
claimed identity is their real identity [12] 

Identity Fraud and Identity 
Theft 

Identity theft and identity fraud are terms used to refer to all types of 
crime in which someone wrongfully obtains and uses another personʼs 
personal data in some way that involves fraud or deception, typically 
for economic gain [38] 
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Multifactor  A characteristic of an authentication system or an authenticator that 
requires more than one distinct authentication factor for successful 
authentication. MFA can be performed using a single authenticator 
that provides more than one factor or by a combination of 
authenticators that provide different factors. The three authentication 
factors are something you know, something you have, and something 
you are. [12] 

Multifactor Authentication 
(MFA) 

An authentication system that requires more than one distinct 
authentication factor for successful authentication. Multifactor 
authentication can be performed using a multifactor authenticator or 
by a combination of authenticators that provide different factors. The 
three authentication factors are something you know, something you 
have, and something you are. [12] 

Multifactor Authenticator An authenticator that provides more than one distinct authentication 
factor, such as a cryptographic authentication device with an 
integrated biometric sensor that is required to activate the device [12] 

Personal Identification 
Number (PIN) 

A memorized secret typically consisting of only decimal digits [12] 

Phishing An attack in which the subscriber is lured (usually through an email) to 
interact with a counterfeit verifier or relying party and tricked into 
revealing information that can be used to masquerade as that 
subscriber to the real verifier or relying party [12] 

Private Key The secret part of an asymmetric key pair that is used to digitally sign 
or decrypt data [12] 

Public Key The public part of an asymmetric key pair that is used to verify 
signatures or encrypt data [12] 

Public Key Certificate A digital document issued and digitally signed by the private key of a 
certificate authority that binds an identifier to a subscriber to a public 
key. The certificate indicates that the subscriber identified in the 
certificate has sole control and access to the private key. See also 
Request for Comment 5280. [12] 

Relying Party An entity that relies upon the subscriber’s authenticator(s) and 
credentials or a verifier’s assertion of a claimant’s identity, typically to 
process a transaction or grant access to information or a system [12] 
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Risk A measure of the extent to which an entity is threatened by a potential 
circumstance or event, and typically a function of (i) the adverse 
impacts that would arise if the circumstance or event occurs and 
(ii) the likelihood of occurrence [9] 

Session A persistent interaction between a subscriber and an end point, either 
a relying party or a Credential Service Provider. A session begins with 
an authentication event and ends with a session termination event. A 
session is bound by use of a session secret that the subscriber’s 
software (a browser, application, or operating system) can present to 
the relying party or the Credential Service Provider in lieu of the 
subscriber’s authentication credentials. [12] 

Single-Factor A characteristic of an authentication system or an authenticator that 
requires only one authentication factor (something you know, 
something you have, or something you are) for successful 
authentication [12] 

Subscriber A party who has received a credential or authenticator from a 
Credential Service Provider [12] 

Token See Authenticator [12] 

Transaction A discrete event between a user and a system that supports a business 
or programmatic purpose. A government digital system may have 
multiple categories or types of transactions, which may require 
separate analysis within the overall digital identity risk assessment. 
[12] 

Verifier An entity that verifies the claimant’s identity by verifying the claimant’s 
possession and control of one or two authenticators using an 
authentication protocol. To do this, the verifier may also need to 
validate credentials that link the authenticator(s) to the subscriber’s 
identifier and check their status. [12] 

Vulnerability Weakness in an information system, system security procedures, 
internal controls, or implementation that could be exploited or 
triggered by a threat source [22] 
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